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A fusion of diverse cultural backgrounds expressing life through real underground hip hop. 13 MP3 Songs

HIP HOP/RAP: East Coast, HIP HOP/RAP: Hardcore Rap Details: Have you ever been privileged to hear

true hip hop from the perspective of an African American rap connoisseur, an Italian cutthroat battle

rapper, and a Filipino musical mastermind? If your answer is yes, then somewhere along the lines, you've

encountered Trinity. How can individuals with such diverse cultural backgrounds find a common ground to

unify into a powerful hip-hop entity? Simply put; its not about race, its about hip hop. In this present

"Golden Age" of rap music, Hip-hop has evolved into a genre of music recognized and respected by all

ethnicities in the melting pot of America. Therefore, Trinity represents the assimilation of cultural lines into

the hip-hop community. It represents the evolution of hip-hop. Trinity's album, " The Second Coming,"

contains the theme of Revelation. It is time for Hip hops artists to be judged, and the weak filtered out

from the righteous; the imposters filtered out from the enlightened emcees. The Prince of Darkness

finesses the mic with complex technicality, mastering the instrumental with perfect time, spitting the illest

lyrics that rival even the greatest emcees of our time. Angel Faced Assassin, with his deep, overpowering

voice, captures the listener with a unique flow, using graphic imagery as the focal point of his

unbelievable lyric sheets. And Buddhakai, with his all around knowledge in music, uses his versatility to

bless the mic with words that add the third ingredient to complete Trinity's recipe for Hip-hop. Be prepared

for the upcoming group out of New Jersey. Allied Forces, AF Entertainment presents the illest hip-hop

album for the millennium: "TRINITY, The Second Coming!"
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